WHISKEY BASIN BLUES

G          G           Am        Am
ON A SNOW COVERED NIGHT UP IN EASTERN WYOMING
D7       D7              G     G
ANOTHER LAZY DAY LOOKIN' FOR THE SUN
G          G        Am              A m
IN A DRAFTY OLD CABIN OUTSIDE O' WHISKEY BASIN
D7                  D7              G    G
ANOTHER SHININ' LIGHT AND A GOOD MAN ON THE RUN

Em           Em              CM7           CM7
THERE'S A LADY BACK IN LARAMIE AND THE REASON NO ONE ELSE CAN SEE
G          G             D
FOR HIM TO SPEND THE WINTER ON HIS OWN
D              G            G            Am           Am
WITH NOTHIN' MUCH TO DO TOMORROW JUST A MATTER OF SURVIVAL
D7                  D7                   G    G
ANOTHER FRIENDLY FIGHT IN A LIFE CHOCKED FULL OF FUN

Em           Em           CM7              CM7
IT'S A SPECIAL KIND OF MEDICINE AND ALL THAT YOU CAN DO IS WIN
G          G             D           D
AND THOUGH THE TASTE IS SWEET, YOU CAN REFUSE
G          G        Am                 Am
PUT YOUR HEART ON THE TABLE AND FILL YOUR CUP WITH MOONSHINE
D7                D7            G    G   G  Am  D7  G  G
ANOTHER EMPTY CASE OF THE WHISKEY BASIN BLUES